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Major maintenance of sand brick making machine?
In order for the sand brick making machine regular is in good working condition to guarantee
performance reliability, increases machine productivity, extending the life of the machine in order
to block a range of maintenance measures taken. Main measures to maintain clean, fastening,
lubricated and adjusted, and combined with a timely inspection and monitoring work. I plant
various types of equipment in the use and maintenance manual are clearly in the instructions for
use and maintenance measures, but in practice users generally do not pay enough attention,
mainly for the following areas:
1, generation of ideas. No maintenance, minor cannot attract attention, problems would follow
only if the machine does not work, this time to repair.
2. the site environment was poor, and maintenance is limited, no, just taking up space.
3. the implementation of maintenance personnel responsibilities is not strong, does not follow
the maintenance measures implementation, please without appropriate maintenance records.
4. financial distress, no maintenance on time, using poor quality oils and substandard parts and
carrying out maintenance work.
5. duration looming, irregular maintenance, disregard of the health of the machine, forced to
rush the job.
When we used the eco brick making machine products do know more, such as its scope of use,
technical parameters, environmental needs, and so on.
Finally to hear more technicians to a device running the Middle often present problems,
problems often description, so that in the operation of their equipment to maximum to avoid
problems.
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Type
Production Per
Mould

Production Per
Shift

Cycle Time
Vibrating
Force

Pallet Size Dimensions

QT4-20

4pcs/mould
390x190x190mm

4,000 pcs
390x190x190mm

25-35
seconds

50 KN
880x540m
m

4,500x3,000x
2,500mm

12pcs/mould
240x115x90mm

12,000 pcs
240x115x90mm

25-35
seconds

50KN
880x540m
m

4,500x3,000x
2,500mm
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